The Single Mans Pocket Travel Guide to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

The Single Mans Travel Guide to Rio de
Janeiro is a pocket-sized travel guide
unlike any you have ever seen. This
exciting new and unique guide contains the
addresses,
telephone
numbers
and
important details about the nightlife, hot
spots and travel information single men
need on their next vacation to Rio de
Janeiro. This handy fold-out guide even
includes a map of Copacabana and
Ipanema. The guide is a convenient, quick
reference to finding women and adventure
in Rio. Importantly, this is only the first of
many pocket travel guides that will cover
places such as Bangkok, Thailand; Havana,
Cuba; Moscow, Russia; Amsterdam,
Netherlands and dozens of other cities
around the world. Our travel guides are
made specifically for single men looking
for exotic women and adventure abroad.
Most travel guides available in stores only
provide information on cultural interests
like museums, historical sights and
landmarks. Our unique guides pick up
where these leave off, showing single men
how to have the ultimate travel experience.
In our travel guides you will find: - Best
clubs & lounges! - Best singles nightclubs!
- Best singles restaurants! - Best pick-up
spots! - Best strip clubs - Best termas
(massage parlors)! - Best hotels for singles
- Best apartments for singles - Best
private parties & more!
The first guide
available is for Rio de Janeiro. The purpose
of this guide is to compile all of the most
important information in one convenient
place for our single male customers. This
way they dont have to scribble notes on a
piece of paper, try to find an Internet cafe,
or rely on hotel concierge to find the
nightlife, women or travel info men are
looking for.
Customers simply bring the
guide with them on their next trip and they
are ready to hit the ground running. We
even took the time to highlight our
personal favorite locations so that men can
guarantee themselves the time of their life
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on their next exotic vacation. At only
$14.95, its an easy sell. After all, theyve
most likely spent over $1,000 on their trip,
whats $15 to guarantee that they dont
waste valuable time looking for the right
places while on their trip?
People
frequently ask us how we came up with the
idea for the Single Mens Travel Guide.
Frankly, we were fed up with the lack of
reliable information for single men looking
for single women abroad. We had to find
bits and pieces of information on the web,
scribble the info on a piece of paper, then
keep that paper folded in our pockets while
on the trip. The paper never lasted for more
than a few days before it was torn to
shreds, lost, or made completely illegible
by rain or some other calamity.
We
figured other guys must be experiencing
the same things, and we were right. So we
set out to create a guide that would be
concise and to the point, containing only
the information single guys value the
most--WHERE THE WOMEN ARE! Now
guys no longer have to worry about where
to go or what to do when they get there. Its
all there for them in this pocket-sized travel
guide.
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to Rio de Janeiro is a pocket-sized travel guide unlike any you have ever seen. This exciting new and unique guide
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